
Success Stories 

North American Customer Enhances Security Efficiency 

with Winmate UAV GCS
Winmate's Rugged Ground Control Station for Telecom Drone Fleet Control
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https://www.winmate.com/


Background

In recent years, the utilization of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has increased significantly across various industries. One 

particular sector that has embraced this technology is the telecommunications industry. Telecom companies have started 

employing drones for surveillance and security purposes, allowing them to monitor their infrastructure more efficiently. This

article presents a success case of a North American customer who implemented Winmate UAV GCS (Ground Control 

Station) to operate their drone fleet, enhancing security efficiency and streamlining their operations.
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Core Products

G101TG - 10.1" Intel® Tiger Lake Rugged Ground Control Station

G101M9 - 10.1" ARM A73 + A53 Rugged Handheld Controller

Main Challenges

Traditionally, telecom companies relied on manual security patrols and surveillance cameras to monitor their vast 

infrastructure. However, these methods were labor-intensive, time-consuming, and often resulted in delayed response times. 

The customer recognized the need for an innovative solution that could provide real-time aerial surveillance, cover larger 

areas, and enable more efficient security operations.

https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-S101TG-GCS
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-S101M9-GCS
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To address these challenges, the customer adopted Winmate UAV GCS, a comprehensive ground control station software 

designed specifically for managing and controlling drone fleets. This cutting-edge solution allowed them to remotely operate 

their drones, monitor their status, and optimize their flight paths.

Key Features and Benefits:

• Centralized Control: With Winmate UAV GCS, the customer gained centralized control over their entire drone fleet. They 

could manage and oversee multiple drones simultaneously, reducing the need for manual intervention and increasing 

operational efficiency.

• Real-time Monitoring: The GCS software provided real-time updates on the drones' status, including location, altitude, 

battery level, and flight trajectory. This enabled the control personnel to monitor the UAVs' performance and respond 

promptly to any anomalies or potential security breaches.

• Customizable Flight Paths: Winmate UAV GCS empowered the customer to define and customize flight paths and 

waypoints for their drones. By pre-setting optimal routes, they could ensure efficient coverage of the targeted areas and 

minimize redundant flights.

• Extended Range and Flight Time: Unlike consumer-grade drones that rely on Wi-Fi control, the customer's UAV fleet 

utilized Winmate UAV GCS, which offered extended control range and flight duration. This eliminated the limitations 

imposed by Wi-Fi range restrictions and battery life, allowing the drones to operate for longer periods and cover larger 

areas.

• Enhanced Security: By incorporating Winmate UAV GCS into their operations, the customer significantly improved their 

security capabilities. The drones equipped with advanced imaging technologies provided high-resolution aerial footage, 

facilitating proactive threat detection and timely response to potential security incidents.

Why Winmate
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Results and Impact:

The implementation of Winmate UAV GCS brought about substantial improvements in the customer's security operations. 

The key outcomes and impacts of the solution were as follows:

• Increased Efficiency: The centralized control provided by Winmate UAV GCS reduced the manual effort required for 

monitoring and surveillance. The customer could cover larger areas in less time, improving overall operational efficiency.

• Enhanced Security: Real-time monitoring and customized flight paths allowed for proactive security measures. The 

drones' ability to quickly capture high-resolution footage enabled the customer to respond swiftly to security threats, 

minimizing potential damage or losses.

• Cost Reduction: By automating surveillance tasks and optimizing flight paths, the customer achieved cost savings by 

reducing the need for physical security patrols and streamlining resource allocation.

• Scalability and Flexibility: The modular design of Winmate UAV GCS ensured scalability, enabling the customer to 

easily expand their drone fleet as their infrastructure and security needs grew. The software also allowed for seamless 

integration with existing systems and future upgrades.

The successful implementation of Winmate UAV GCS by the North American customer revolutionized their security 

operations. By leveraging the advanced capabilities of the ground control station software, they overcame the limitations of 

consumer-grade drones and achieved enhanced efficiency, extended range, and improved security. The utilization of 

Winmate UAV GCS empowered the customer to monitor their infrastructure effectively, respond promptly to security 

incidents, and optimize their resources. This success case serves as a testament to the benefits of integrating cutting-edge 

technology into existing operations, highlighting the potential for drone-powered solutions to transform the 

telecommunications industry's security landscape.
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Application Diagram



Related Products
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Winmate G101TG

• 10.1" Intel® Tiger Lake Rugged Ground Control Station
• Low Latency video SW decoder for real-time high-resolution           

video viewing
• All-weather, dust, and water-resistant design (IP65). MIL-grade drop, 

Shock and vibration
• Supports optional WIFI, BT and 4G/5G
• Embedded TPM IC and Optional OPAL SSD
• With a removable second battery and a battery life of over 10 hours is a 

must-have tool for serious UAV pilots

Winmate G101M9

• 10.1" ARM A73 + A53 Rugged Handheld Controller
• Low Latency video SW decoder for real-time high-resolution video viewing
• All-weather, dust, and water-resistant design (IP65). MIL-grade drop, Shock 

and vibration

• Supports optional WIFI, BT and 4G
• With dual antennas, providing improved wireless connectivity and stability
• With a removable second battery and a battery life of over 10 hours is a 

must-have tool for serious UAV pilots

https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-G101TG
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-G101M9
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-G101TG
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-G101M9
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